Illustration shows
18" model with
finger
impressions .
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Made in two sizes—16" and 18" diameter
Primarily designed for sports cars, the Spring Arm Wheel
has proved very popular with users of fast touring and
other cars . It absorbs road and engine vibrations, greatly
reducing the strain of driving at speed . The Spring Arm
model is an all-steel wheel, celluloid covered, the ring
being a weldless steel tube of small oval section . The

Wheels with lug on boss or broached, such as Alvis,
Bentley, Humber, Austin 12, and Marles Gear, are
charged at slightly higher price to cover extra cost.
The 18" wheel can also be supplied with detachable boss
to facilitate machining the hole in the boss to fit steering
column top . The boss can be removed in a few minutes
by simply unscrewing the bolts . Boss of i8" size permits
of a i" maximum diameter of hole at top, and a iJ/'g"
at bottom, with necessary keyway . If broached, maximum diameter of hole 11/4" . Boss of 16" size permits of
a 7 8" maximum diameter hole at top, and a i" at bottom.
If broached, maximum diameter
of hole r".
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The reeded pattern covering.
arms are two spring steel leaves, securely held at the
centre to a wide steel flange, and surmounted by a steel
cap, the whole being strongly rivetted together, making
an assembly of exceptional strength . The arms are
covered in celluloid . Supplied with reeded pattern, or
finger-impression grip as illustrated.
18" wheel can be supplied machined to fit any of the following cars without extra charge : Morris Cowley, Morris
Oxford, Rover ro h .p ., A .C ., Lea-Francis 12 h .p ., Fiat
ro h .p ., Rhode ro h .p ., Armstrong Siddeley 14 .

Illustration on the left shows the
detachable boss of 18” wheel.

The r6" size is suitable for the
Morris Minor, Austin Seven, and
Triumph Seven, etc ., etc . Reeded
pattern grip only.
16" diameter
Price 42/- each
18"
„
Price 45/- each
Used by the following Manufacturers :—A .0 Alvis, Bentley, Clement-Talbot, Hillman . Lagonda, M .G . Sports, Riley, etc ., etc.
Stocked by
1
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